
Grove Road Virtual School 
 
 
 
Firstly we want to thank parents for returning their G-Suite permission letters. Each pupil 
now has a school domain Google account which will give you and your child access to our 
on-line Google Classroom. This ran very successfully during lock-down last summer and so 
we want to ensure all our new pupils and parents are familiar with it in case we need to 
move to on-line provision at short notice again. It will also allow us to organise on-line parent 
consultations whilst social distancing is required.  
 
Phase One– Keep it simple – start slow!  
 
Firstly, we are going to focus on pupils and parents becoming familiar with key aspects of 
the Google Classroom. This will include: 

 Getting pupils to understand that Google Classroom is a learning platform, rather 
than a social media tool, particularly with regard use of the “Stream” page. 

 Getting pupils and parents comfortable with the activities being posted on the 
“Classroom” page.  

 Getting pupils and parents used to the potential of on-line activities through weekly 
updates and familiarisation activities 

 Experimenting with on-line Parent Consultations later this term 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Log into your Grove Road Gmail account 

Click the waffle 

iron icon and 

select classroom 

Select the Stream or Classwork tab  

Click on the cross to join the year 

group classroom and enter the 

code when prompted. 



 
 
 
 
In Key Stages 1 & 2: 

 Teachers are already posting Home Learning activities for pupils to complete.  

 Teachers are posting updates and messages for parents and pupils on the stream 

 Parent Consultations will take place via a Google Meet (instructions to follow)  
 
In Early Years: 

 Teachers are going to introduce the classroom slowly by posting a story on-line each 
week (on the classwork tab)  

 Teachers will also post messages and updates on the stream for you to view 

 Parent Consultations will take place via a Google Meet (instructions to follow) 

 The Reception team are keen to also experiment with some on-line workshops for 
parents to replace “Building Blocks” this term. The hope is to give you more of an 
insight into daily routines in class and help you to support your child at home with 
their phonics and other key aspects of their learning.  

 
 
If you have returned your permission slip, you will have now received details of your 
child’s Gmail address and password.  The teachers will have also given you a Class 
code to enable you to join the class on-line. 
 
 
 
Phase Two  
 
At some point this year, it is possible that some year groups and perhaps the whole school 
might be instructed to move to on-line learning in the event of another lockdown.  
 
Our aim is that you will all be familiar enough with Google Classroom by then, to enable us 
to make this transition as seamless as possible. During the last lockdown, staff at Grove 
were able to post new learning activities, videos and workshops as well as meeting with 
children on-line each week. So we are keen to make sure all our new families feel 
comfortable with this and get up to speed.  
 
Like anything new, it might feel like a challenge, which is why we are keen to introduce you 
now at a steady pace before it becomes an urgent essential.  
 
Please do not allow the Google Classroom activities to become a stress or a battleground. 
Do what you can and we will work to keep children motivated and engaged.  
 
Google Classroom and the “Meet” Apps (you will need for consultations) can be downloaded 
for free onto your phones or i-pads.  
 
If you do not have access to a computer, ipad or phone, teachers are happy to provide paper 
alternatives. You just need to let us know you are struggling.  
 
 
We hope this is enough information to get you started and logged in with your child. Details 
for how to access a Google Meet (the forum we will use for consultations) will follow in a 
separate email.  


